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Unified Backup, Archival and Disaster Recovery for Business 
Druva Phoenix allows organisations to manage their file, database and VM data across multiple locations and unify their hot, 
warm and cold storage requirements, by allowing you to backup as much and as often as needed to our Public Cloud Storage 
Platform in Amazon AWS.  

Using a centralized management console, you have the control to manage, configure and report on the data spread across 
your multiple machines in any global location.  

High Performance, Globally Deduplicated 
Cloud Backup 
Using source side Global deduplication technology, your data can be 
accelerated to enable faster backup times, as well as reducing bandwidth 
requirements by up to 80%. Through this intelligent technology, you can 
shrink your storage costs at the cloud end, enabling you to make savings 
over the life time of your cloud service. 

Optional CloudCache technology enables you to reduce your RPO 
dramatically with LAN speed restores from an appliance stored locally in 
your organisations network. Your data is then trickled to the cloud storage, 
enabling you to retain an offsite backup whilst addressing any limited 
bandwidth or target RPO’s. 

Data Archival Automated 
Eliminate costly hardware appliances or tape storage costs, with configurable data retention and automated data archiving in 
the cloud. With a centralized management interface, allowing you to control the data retention settings for all your sites as 
well as automated data archiving into Amazon Glacier, your solution is effective, yet simple to manage.  

Druva Phoenix allows you to automate your data protection and retention 
requirements, whilst giving you the ability to failover into DR within the cloud 

Instantly Failover in Minutes Within The Cloud 
Managing a secondary data centre or DR solution can be complicated, time consuming as well as costly. With Druva Phoenix 
you can eliminate these burdens and significantly reduce downtime by enabling DR within the cloud. Harnessing the power of 
Amazon AWS, you can configure your VM’s for failover into cloud on-demand with VM’s being converted into EC2 AMI’s and 
utilizing pre-configured network and security settings, meaning you recovery within Minutes, not Hours.  
   

RTO within minutes of failover using Druva Phoenix’s DR capabilities, allowing you to create warm standby VM’s within Amazon 
AWS, which can be activated and accessed immediately 

Obtain aggressive RPO’s and address bandwidth constraints using an onsite CloudCache, giving you the ability to hot-cache your 
data to restore protected data at LAN speeds 

Enterprise grade encryption in-transit (256-bit SSL) and at-rest (AES 256) ensures your data is always protected 

Global source side inline deduplication enables smaller faster backups by eliminating data redundancies across your estate, 
resulting in up to 80% bandwidth savings 

Flexible data retention policies and auto-archiving allow you to retain and archive data into Amazon Glacier storage 
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